COLLEGE STUDENT DRESS CODE

The Chancellor State College Parents and Citizens’ Association on behalf of the College community and the Executive Team of the College have jointly determined that our College is a full uniform College. The College strictly enforces this uniform policy.

Our College community believes that our uniform is important in that it encourages a sense of self-esteem, pride in our College and self-discipline in students. Our College uniform is designed to create a sense of unity in our College and with unity comes strength and a real sense of purpose. The wearing of the College uniform also contributes to student safety because it ensures that outsiders to our College community are readily identifiable.

All students are expected to observe the details of College Uniform while on their way to, during and from College. If a situation occurs that a student does not have a uniform, or part thereof, on any school day a note needs to be sent from a parent/guardian. The student is then able to acquire a Uniform Exemption Pass, or a loan uniform from our supply pool to be returned after laundering.

Primary School

Formal Uniform

This uniform will be worn on all occasions except when the student participates in HPE, Sports Carnivals or a designated uniform free day. Full Primary School Uniform is to be worn on all excursions unless otherwise advised. Chancellor State College is a sun safe school and a College Bucket Hat is to be worn while outside.

Girls - uniform consists of a Chancellor blouse or Chancellor unisex polo shirt to be worn with Chancellor navy skirt or Chancellor navy unisex shorts. A Chancellor dress is also available. House Sport shirt is also available and should be worn on PE and Sports Days only.

Boys - uniform consists of a Chancellor navy/jade shirt or Chancellor unisex polo shirt to be worn with either Chancellor navy unisex shorts or cargo shorts. House Sport shirt is also available and should be worn on PE and Sports Days only. Secondary College sports shorts are not permitted.

Winter Uniform

A winter polar fleece jacket or sports jacket with College logo and navy track pants are available for winter wear. Girls may wear navy or black tights underneath their skorts.

Footwear

For safety reasons it is compulsory that children wear enclosed shoes to College. All shoes must be totally black, cover the foot and made of non-pervious materials in accordance with safe work practice. Casual/canvas/high-cut/street shoes are not appropriate. White socks that are visible above the line of the shoe are to be worn as part of the uniform. Joggers of colours other than black can be worn for sport and/or HPE but students must change into the coloured joggers at the time of the class and change back into their black shoes following the class.
Junior Secondary

Formal Uniform
This uniform will be worn on all occasions except when the student participates in HPE subjects, Sports Carnivals or a designated uniform free day. Formal Uniform is to be worn on all excursions unless otherwise advised. Chancellor State College is a sun safe school and a College Bucket Hat is to be worn while outside.

Girls - Chancellor jade/navy blouse to be worn over the Chancellor navy/jade inverted pleated skirt or Chancellor navy unisex shorts. Visible all white socks with black shoes. All shoes must be totally black, cover the foot and made of non-pervious materials in accordance with safe work practice.
Casual/canvas/high-cut/street shoes are not appropriate.

Boys - Chancellor jade/navy shirt to be worn over the Chancellor navy unisex shorts. Visible all white socks with black shoes. All shoes must be totally black, cover the foot and made of non-pervious materials in accordance with safe work practice. Casual/canvas/high-cut street shoes are not appropriate.

Sports Uniform
This uniform consists of a Chancellor navy unisex sport shirt with Chancellor (girls or boys) sports shorts and lace up joggers (black) with visible white socks. Sports Uniform is only to be worn on days when students are participating in HPE subjects or Sports Carnivals. Joggers of colours other than black can be worn for sport and/or HPE but students must change into the coloured joggers at the time of the class and change back into their black shoes following the class. Casual/canvas/high-cut street shoes are not appropriate.

Winter Uniform
A winter polar fleece jacket or sports jacket with College logo is available for winter wear. A Chancellor cardigan is also available for girls to wear. Boys may wear Chancellor long trousers and girls may wear navy or black tights.

Senior Secondary

Formal Uniform
This uniform will be worn on all occasions except when the student participates in HPE, Drama or Dance subjects, Sports Carnivals or a designated uniform free day. Formal Uniform is to be worn on all excursions unless otherwise advised. Chancellor State College is a sun safe school and a College Bucket Hat is available to be worn while outside.

Girls - Chancellor white blouse with College tie to be worn over Chancellor navy box pleat skirt. Visible all white socks with black shoes. All shoes must be totally black, cover the foot and made of non-pervious materials in accordance with safe work practice. Casual/canvas/high-cut street shoes are not appropriate.

Boys - Chancellor white shirt to be worn over Chancellor navy unisex shorts. Visible all white socks with black shoes. All shoes must be totally black, cover the foot and made of non-pervious materials in accordance with safe work practice. Casual/canvas/high-cut street shoes are not appropriate.

Sports Uniform
This uniform consists of a Chancellor white unisex sport shirt with Chancellor (girls or boys) sports shorts and lace up joggers (black) with visible white socks. Sports Uniform is only to be worn on days when students are participating in HPE, Drama or Dance subjects or Sports Carnivals. Joggers of colours other than black can be worn for sport and/or HPE but students must change into the coloured joggers at the time of the class and change back into their black shoes following the class. Casual/canvas/high-cut/street shoes are not appropriate.

Winter Uniform
A winter polar fleece jacket or sports jacket with College logo is available for winter wear. A Chancellor cardigan is also available for girls to wear. Boys may wear Chancellor long trousers and girls may wear navy or black tights.

Year 12 students have the option to purchase a personalised jacket at the commencement of Year 12.
Dress Standards for all Primary, Junior and Senior Secondary students

Inappropriate dress must not be worn to College at any time. Inappropriate is defined as clothing or apparel that is, or could be deemed to be:

- offensive due to being revealing or containing inappropriate logo/wording
- likely to disrupt or negatively influence the normal operation of the College
- unsafe for students and others
- likely to result in risk to the health of the students or others
- unacceptable writing or skin marking including temporary tattoos

General Appearance

Hairstyles must be neat, clean, tidy and of natural tone. Hair sculpting, patterning and rat’s tails fall outside of the College dress code and are not permitted. All hair ornamentations should be kept to a minimum and may include scrunchies, ribbons and elastic bands and these should be in College colours of navy, jade, white and gold. Students with long hair (below the collar) are required to tie hair back at all times whilst at the College due to health reasons.

Makeup and nail polish are not to be worn at College. Students will be asked to remove makeup / nail polish if worn to College. Parents will be contacted and students may be removed from class until compliance is achieved.

In order to comply with Workplace Health and Safety Guidelines and to maintain high standards of appearance, all other visible body piercing and tattoos are not permitted. (No studs, rings or bars are to be worn other than those deemed acceptable and outlined below).

Jewellery

Students may wear a watch, two pierced holes per earlobe with either simple stud earrings or small sleeper earrings. All other jewellery is considered a potential danger to the well-being of students. Exceptions are made for certified medical bracelets or necklaces which are exempt from this policy. Students wishing to wear religious symbols require a letter of request from a parent/guardian to the Principal. Medical necklaces/religious symbols should be pinned inside of the shirt/blouse for safety reasons.

All other facial piercings/jewellery MUST be removed whilst students are at the College or representing the College. ‘Fleshies’ are a workplace health and safety risk and therefore open rings are not to be worn to College. These openings MUST be filled with a clear plug (8mm maximum diameter). During physical activity (Sport, HPE, Drama etc) these openings must be taped by students.

Students with piercings/jewellery that do not comply with the provisions of this policy will be required to comply with the established College standard. In instances of non-compliance, parents will be contacted and students may be removed from class until compliance is achieved.

Workplace Health and Safety concerns may require that jewellery that complies with this Policy may need to be removed in certain situations.

Uniform Free Days

On specified days, students may be permitted to wear free dress as part of a fundraising effort for charities. At these times, students need to wear appropriately modest clothing (see Dress Standards For All Students above) and inappropriate clothing must not be worn. The usual safety regulations regarding the wearing of closed in shoes and approved jewellery also apply on free dress days. In instances of non-compliance, parents will be contacted and students may be removed from the activity until compliance is achieved.